MONEY: MODULE 9
BOOSTING YOUR
WEALTH ENGINE

NEVER FORGET…

Money is not the root of all evil.
It is what you do with it. If you grew up believing that money is evil, that
you need to hold on to your money, or that it’s hard to earn it, this
generates negative beliefs about money that you are likely to carry through
to adulthood.
You have reprogrammed those negative associations and you can now
release the hold that money has over you. Once you are detached from
money, it is actually free to start flowing to you.

Money is a servant.
Money circulates, it comes in and goes out and comes in again. Money
serves to realize your dreams and to create new exciting opportunities. It
is not there to sleep on a bank account. Money is like an energy that can
move mountains when used appropriately.

Don’t be anxious about your money.
Trying to hold on to your money and being anxious of losing it reveals that
you still holding on to old beliefs. Let your money flow. By giving
something back to society you will realize that it gives you the opportunity
to bring about positive change beyond your own life.

Focus on abundance.
If you moan about what you haven’t got, you’re placing all your energy and
focus into creating nothing. The negative thoughts deviate your attention
and do nothing to start creating financial abundance. When you hear
yourself complaining about not having enough money, stop yourself! Turn
the negative statement into a positive one and focus your attention to your
images of a wealthy life.

You deserve it.
Whatever is jour job or your qualifications, you deserve to live a wealthy
life. Money exists to represent the value of things in the world – and that
includes the value you place on yourself, such as your experience, skills,
knowledge and abilities.
If money hasn’t been flowing as you want it to, look to how you value
yourself.
− Do you have faith in what you can offer or provide?
− Do you have confidence in your abilities?
If you have difficulties to believe that you deserve the wage, job or
prospects that you desire you might want to actively work on increasing
your self-confidence.
If you want to work particularly on that part of your inner self you can
continue with my course that is boosting your self-confidence. There you
will learn how to apply in-depth tools that increase your self-esteem from
the inside out. Raise your self-esteem, increase your value and your wealth
will also increase.

There is enough for everyone.
It is an unlimited resource. We human beings permanently create more of
it and the more YOU create and bring out to the world the more you
contribute to a richer world - not only for yourself but also for your family,
friends or people you want to help.

Firmly believe in your wealth.
Focus on abundance at all times. Trust that the money will flow. Don’t let
money, or the pursuit of it, rule your life because it isn’t necessary and by
doing so, you’ll miss out on all the other riches that life has to offer.

Don’t give up.
There will be times when things don’t move as you like. You have two
possibilities then: Thinking that it will never work and give up, or see it as
an opportunity to learn and grow.
When I started my business and I failed – I retried, failed again and at some
point finally made it. I continued to work on my attitudes and beliefs even
more than on my products or services. And it paid out at the end. It will
also do for you as long as you continue to work on it. Until all your negative
beliefs are truly wiped out and your new constructive structures are solidly
in place.

Be grateful for what you have.
Show or express your gratitude. By living graciously, and not taking
anything for granted, you will be appreciative of the abundance that comes
your way and happiness will become a constant companion in your life.

